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Abstract. High quality online video segmentation is a very challenging
task. Among various cues to infer the segmentation, the foreground and
background color distributions are the most important. However, previous color modeling methods are error-prone when some parts of the foreground and background have similar colors, to address this problem, we
propose a novel approach of Conﬁdence-based Color Modeling (CCM).
Our approach can adaptively tune the eﬀects of global and per-pixel
color models according to the conﬁdence of their predictions, methods
of measuring the conﬁdence of both type of models are developed. We
also propose an adaptive threshold method for background subtraction
that is robust against ambiguous colors. Experiments demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency of our method in reducing the segmentation
errors incurred by ambiguous colors.

1

Introduction

Extracting foreground object from image and video has been an active research
topic for a long time[1,2,3,4,5,6]. In recent years, high quality online video segmentation has attracted more and more attention because of its potential applications in teleconferencing and augmented reality, etc. In these applications high
quality segmentation that can be used for background substitution is desired.
In [3] the authors introduces an eﬀective binocular segmentation method, but
its application is limited due to the requirement of binocular inputs. The succeeding works are all for monocular segmentation with stationary background
[4,5,6], which adopt color, motion and contrast as the main cues to infer segmentation. These cues are combined into an optimization framework that can
be solved eﬃciently with max-ﬂow/min-cut [7].
Color distribution of the foreground and background is the most important
cue, which can be represented with global and per-pixel color models. The global
model describes the global color distribution of foreground and background, and
per-pixel model represents the background color distribution at the location of
each pixel, which is in fact the background model be used for background subtraction [8]. As is well known, segmentation methods easy to produce inaccurate
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Fig. 1. The error caused by ambiguous colors. (a) input image; (b) probability map
produced by the global color model (a pair of GMMs learned according to the ground
truth of (a)), the pixels with greater intensity are more likely to be foreground; (c)
the background image. Note that the background image is incomplete (in the large
white region), and the reason is explained in section 4; (d) the result of background
subtraction. From (b)(d) one can ﬁnd a lot of misclassiﬁed pixels due to ambiguous
colors (in the red rectangles).

segmentation when foreground and background have similar colors. However,
this problem gained little attention in previous works, in which it seems that
the color modeling process is always safe. Fig.1 demonstrates that both global
and per-pixel color models may introduce notable errors when ambiguous colors
present.
In previous methods, the most often adopted global color model is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Generally, the global color model can be any classiﬁer that can output probability, so besides GMM, other learning algorithms,
including k-NN and SVM, can also be used to build the global color model (if
speed is not considered). However, because there is no learning algorithm can
avoid introducing errors, the output of global color model is not always trustworthy (Fig.1(b)). The same for the per-pixel color model, although many adaptive
threshold methods were proposed for background subtraction, none of them is
capable of dealing with ambiguous colors. Consequently, when the overlapped
parts of foreground and background have similar colors, foreground may be misclassiﬁed as background (Fig.1(d)).
When multiple types of cues are jointly considered, the impact of diﬀerent
cues can be adjusted through their weights. In previous methods, however, the
weights of each type of cues are uniform for all pixels, which implies that the
predictions of color models are treated equally regardless their correctness. Since
the case of every pixel may be diﬀerent, with uniform weights it would be diﬃcult
to achieve the optimal combination of cues at every pixel. We therefore propose
to assign each pixel an individual weight based on the conﬁdence of color models
at each pixel. In this way we can reduce the impact of incorrect predictions of
color models by assigning them lower weights.
Notice that the conﬁdence of prediction is in general not the probability of
the predicted class because the latter can be seriously biased due to imperfect
inductive biases [9]. A common misunderstanding about the probability is that
if a color is ambiguous, a classiﬁer would automatically assign it nearly equal
probabilities of belonging foreground and background. This is not true for most
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classiﬁers. Fig.1(b) shows the case of GMM. In fact, in this case most classiﬁers
would classify input feature to be the class whose samples occur more often,
which would deﬁnitely cause features of the other class be misclassiﬁed. In the
domain of machine learning there are already some attempts to measure the conﬁdence (or reliability) [9,10] and to design classiﬁers with controlled conﬁdence
[11]. Despite their solid theoretical foundation, they are yet not practical for our
problem due to their large computational cost.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized in three aspects.
First, we demonstrate that traditional segmentation model based on uniform
weights is error-pone in dealing with ambiguous colors, and then present an
conﬁdence-based segmentation model. Second, we propose eﬃcient methods to
measure the conﬁdence of both global and per-pixels color models. Third, we
introduce an adaptive threshold approach for background subtraction which is
shown to be robust against ambiguous colors. Our work focuses on the problems
caused by ambiguous colors, which have been noted for a long time but have not
been solved yet.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our conﬁdencebased segmentation model. Section 3 presents the proposed global (section 3.1) and
per-pixel (section 3.2) color models capable of measuring conﬁdence and estimating adaptive thresholds, as well as the method to determine the weights of each
pixel (section 3.3). Section 4 presents our experimental results, and compares the
proposed method with previous video segmentation methods. Finally, we conclude
our method in section 5.

2

Confidence-Based Segmentation Model

Let z = (z1 , · · · , zi , · · · , zN ) be an array of pixel color that represents the input image, α = (α1 , · · · , αi , · · · , αN ) be the corresponding segmentation result,
where αi ∈ {0, 1} is the state of the i-th pixel. The segmentation α then can be
obtained by minimizing the following energy function:


E(α) =
ω̇i E1 (αi ) + λ
E2 (αi , αj )
(1)
i

(i,j)∈E

where E1 is the data term measuring the cost under the assumption that the
state of the i-th pixel is αi , E2 is the smooth term encoding our prior knowledge
about the segmentation, and λ is a free parameter used to trade-oﬀ between the
data and smooth terms. ω̇i is a weighting function encoding the conﬁdence of
data terms (in previous methods ω̇i ≡ 1).
The smooth terms E2 are not dependent on the color distributions, and we
will focus on the data terms E1 and the weighting function ω̇i . E1 is typically
computed as the negative log of the foreground color model p(zi |F ) and the
background color model p(zi |B):

− log p(zi |F ) if αi = 1
E1 (αi ) =
(2)
− log p(zi |B) if αi = 0
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Without loss of generality, p(zi |F ) and p(zi |B) can be assumed to be normalized,
that is, p(zi |F ) + p(zi |B) = 1, by giving either of them we can determine both.
For clarity we use p(zi ) to denote the normalized (foreground) color model:
p(zi ) =

p(zi |F )
p(zi |F ) + p(zi |B)

(3)

The color model can be used to describe the global color distribution of the
foreground and background. Since the background is stationary, the background
color at the location of each pixel can also be described with a distribution
function. Therefore, we deﬁne p(zi ) as the combination of the global and perpixel color models:
(4)
p(zi ) = ω̈i p∗ (zi ) + (1 − ω̈i )pi (zi )
where p∗ (zi ) is the normalized global color model, and pi (zi ) is the normalized
per-pixel color model regarding the i-th pixel. ω̈i is a weighting function to
balance their eﬀects.
The above model is an extension of the segmentation model used in [4]. The
main diﬀerence is that in [4], ω̇i ≡ 1 and ω̈i ≡ c are uniform to all pixels, while
in our model they may take diﬀerent value at diﬀerent pixels. By computing ω̇i
and ω̈i according to the conﬁdence of corresponding terms, we can emphasize
the impact of reliable cues while suppressing the impact of unreliable cues which
may lead to incorrect segmentation, in this way the errors introduced by color
modeling process can be greatly reduced.

3
3.1

Confidence-Based Color Modeling (CCM)
Global Color Model

We adopt Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to represent the global color distribution:
KF

F
πkF N (zi |μF
(5)
p∗ (zi |F ) =
k , Σk )
k=1
F
(πkF , μF
k , Σk )

where
are the parameters of the k-th component, and K F is the
number of Gaussian components. p∗ (zi |F ) is the global foreground color model.
The global background color model p∗ (zi |B) is deﬁned similarly. p∗ (zi |F ) and
p∗ (zi |B) can be trained from the foreground and background training color set
S F and S B , respectively. After that the normalized global color model p∗ (zi )
can be computed easily by equation (3). The probability map in Fig.1(b) is in
fact the visualization of p∗ (zi ) acquired in this way.
Nevertheless, the global color model obtained in the above way provides bare
probability without conﬁdence measurement. The conﬁdence of p∗ (zi ) depends
on both the quantity of ambiguous colors around zi and the accuracy of GMM.
Speciﬁcally, if in color space, zi falls in the region of many ambiguous colors , or
the color distribution in the neighborhood of zi cannot be accurately described
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(d)

Fig. 2. Probability and conﬁdence map. The input image is the same as in Fig.1.
(a) detected misclassiﬁed pixels (the gray pixels); (b) conﬁdence map of the global
color model (visualized in Fig.1(b)), greater intensity implies higher conﬁdence; (c)
probability map produced with our per-pixel color model; (d) conﬁdence map of (c).

with GMM, p∗ (zi ) should be of low conﬁdence. However, these two conditions
are hard to be evaluated in practice, here we propose a simple, yet eﬀective
method to measure the conﬁdence.
Note that the training data sets S F and S B can be used to validate the
learned global color model. A color s is misclassiﬁed by the learned model if
s is a foreground sample (s ∈ S F ) but p(s|B) > p(s|F ), or s is a background
sample (s ∈ S B ) but p(s|F ) > p(s|B). Let S U denote the set of all misclassiﬁed
colors in S F and S B , then we can train an additional GMM p∗ (zi |U ) from S U .
p∗ (zi |U ) is the probability of zi be misclassiﬁed, larger p∗ (zi |U ) implies lower
conﬁdence of p∗ (zi ). If p∗ (zi |U ) is larger than both p∗ (zi |F ) and p∗ (zi |B), zi
can be considered to be misclassiﬁed. Fig.2(a) illustrates the misclassiﬁed pixels
detected in this way, which shows that our method successfully found out most
misclassiﬁed pixels. Now we can compute the conﬁdence of p∗ (zi ) as:
C( p∗ (zi ) ) = 1 −

p∗ (zi |U )
p∗ (zi |F ) + p∗ (zi |B) + p∗ (zi |U )

(6)

where C( · ) is the conﬁdence function. Fig.2(b) visualizes the conﬁdence of p∗ (zi ).
One can ﬁnd that the conﬁdence of pixels vary a lot, and the pixels of ambiguous
colors are assigned much lower conﬁdence.
3.2

Per-pixel Color Model

Per-pixel color model is in fact the background model, the maintenance of which
has been studied much [8,12,13]. We don’t plan to survey all of these methods
due to space limitation; instead, we suppose that the background model at each
pixel has available as a Gaussian distribution N (zi |μi , Σi ). The mean μi can be
regarded as the background color at the location of the i-th pixel.
Given the background model, background subtraction can be accomplished by
thresholding the diﬀerence of the current pixel color and corresponding background
color. Speciﬁcally, the i-th pixel is regarded as background if  zi − μi < Ti ;
otherwise it is regarded as foreground, where Ti is the threshold function. A popular
way of computing Ti is to make it vary according to the covariance matrix:

(7)
Ti = ρ tr(Σi )
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where ρ is a scale factor, and tr(Σi ) is the trace of the covariance matrix Σi .
This method can make Ti adaptive to system noise, but it does not consider ambiguous colors. When the overlapped parts of foreground and background have
similar colors, the thresholds computed in this way may cause foreground pixels
misclassiﬁed, as demonstrated in Fig.1(d). In order to solve this problem, the
threshold function must take both noise and ambiguous colors into consideration.
Since the foreground object may move to anywhere, a background pixel can
be occluded by any part of the foreground. To ﬁnd out the safe threshold for
background subtraction, we need to know the minimum distance di from the
background color mean μi to all the foreground colors:
F
di = min{ μi − μF
k  |k = 1, · · · , K }

(8)

where μF
k is the mean of the k-th Gaussian component of the global foreground
color model. We need not to check every foreground color samples to ﬁnd out
the minimum distance, which is not only costly but also sensitive to noise. After
getting di we can deﬁne two threshold functions TiB and TiF :
TiB = min(di /2, Ti )

TiF = max(di , Ti )

and then the normalized per-pixel color model can be computed as:
⎧
0
if  zi − μi < TiB
⎪
⎨
1
if  zi − μi > TiF
pi (zi ) =
B
⎪
z
−μ
−T
i
i
i
⎩
otherwise
T F −T B
i

(9)

(10)

i

if μi is close to some foreground colors, di and TiB would be small, which prevents
foreground pixels from being misclassiﬁed as background; on the contrary, if μi
is far from all foreground colors, di and TiF would be large, which can suppress
noise better than Ti . Fig.2(c) is the probability map produced by this method.
Although it still contains some errors, it looks much better than that shown in
Fig.1(d), which is produced with the threshold function Ti as in (7).
The conﬁdence of the probability pi (zi ) is dependent on both its magnitude
and the reliability of the background model N (zi |μi , Σi ) , so we compute it as:
C( pi (zi ) ) =

e−β tr(Σi ) ∗ |2pi (zi ) − 1|

(11)

where β is chosen to be (2 < tr(Σi ) >)−1 , in which < · > denotes the expectation
over all pixels. The background model becomes unreliable if it is polluted by
foreground colors, in which case tr(Σi ) is large and pi (zi ) would be assigned lower
conﬁdence. |2pi (zi ) − 1| would be 0 if pi (zi ) = 0.5, which implies zi has equal
probability to be both foreground and background. Fig.2(d) is the conﬁdence
map computed in this way.
3.3

Optimal Combination

Once the conﬁdence of the global and per-pixel color models is known, we can
combine them according to the conﬁdence so that the color model with higher
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Fig. 3. Segmentation results. (a) the combined probability map of global and per-pixel
color models; (b) foreground obtained with both conﬁdence and adaptive thresholds;
(c) foreground obtained without using conﬁdence (ω̇ ≡ 1, ω̈ ≡ 0.5); (d) foreground
obtained without using adaptive thresholds (TiF = TiB = Ti ).

conﬁdence can take greater eﬀect. Since the two conﬁdence functions C( p∗ (zi ) )
and C( pi (zi ) ) are both in the range of [0, 1], they do not need to be re-scaled,
and the weighting functions ω̇i and ω̈i can be simply computed as:
ω̇i =

1
(C( p∗ (zi ) ) + C( pi (zi ) ))
2

(12)

ω̈i =

C( p∗ (zi ) )
C( p∗ (zi ) ) + C( pi (zi ) )

(13)

ω̇i can be regarded as the conﬁdence of the combined color model p(zi ). If both
global and per-pixel color models at pixel zi are of low conﬁdence, ω̇i would be
small, and the corresponding data term is assigned low weights, then smooth
term would dominate the state of the corresponding pixel. Fig.3(a) shows the
combined probability map.

4

Experimental Results

In experiments we adopt the video segmentation data set from Microsoft I2I
project1 . The test environment is a computer with 2.2GHz CPU and 4G RAM.
The algorithm is implemented in C++.
Implementation details: The data terms E1 are computed with the proposed
method, and the smooth terms E2 are computed in the same way of [4]. Since
the background image is not provided in the data set, we have to accumulate
it in online phase. At the start the background model of all pixels are invalid,
after segmenting a frame, the acquired background pixels are used to ﬁll the
hole of the background image, and other parts of the background image are also
updated as in [4]. Henceforth, the background image we use is incomplete, as
shown in Fig.1(c).
The global color model is trained in the initialization phase. In [4] the program
is initialized with the background image. [5] proposes an automatic initialization
1

http://research.microsoft.com/vision/cambridge/i2i/DSWeb.htm
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VK

56

JM

MS

Fig. 4. Visual comparison with BC [4]. Top: input frames; Middle: foreground obtained
with BC; Bottom: foreground obtained with our method.

method, but it needs labeled videos to train the motion model. Since the background image is not available in our case, we simply initialize our program with
the ground truth of the ﬁrst frame. In practice the initialization method can be
chosen freely according to the available information.
The segmentation result is ﬁnally obtained by minimizing equation (1) with
min-cut [7], then the object boundary is smoothed to suppress ﬂicking.
Computational cost: Our system can achieve a speed of 10 ∼ 12 fps for
input image sequence of size 320 × 240. Most computational cost is spent on
minimizing the energy equation. To measure the conﬁdence and to compute the
adaptive thresholds bring only a little more cost, which is about 12ms in the
case of K U = K F = 10 (lookup table is used to accelerate the computation of
the exponential function in GMM).
Eﬀect of CCM: Fig.3 demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of the proposed color modeling method. The input image is hard to be precisely segmented due to the large
area of ambiguous colors. Fig.3(c) is the foreground obtained with uniform weights,
in which the desktop is mis-segmented as foreground due to the error introduced by
the global color model (Fig.1(b)). Fig.3(d) is the foreground obtained without using adaptive threshold. Since the shoulder of the person appears nearly the same
as the desktop, it is misclassiﬁed as a part of background by the per-pixel color
model (Fig.1(c)). By using both nonuniform weights and adaptive thresholds, our
method can generate much better segmentation result (Fig.3(b)).
Comparison with other methods: Fig.4 provides some visual comparisons
of our method with “Background Cut” (BC, [4]). Since the background image
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Fig. 5. Visual comparison with TM [5]. The ﬁrst column is the input image and the
ground truth of the frame #130.
Table 1. The error rates (%) of CCM, BC [4] and TM [5]

CCM
BC
TM

JM
0.13
0.16
0.12

MS
1.40
2.44
2.59

AC
0.47
0.56
0.52

VK
0.68
1.12
-

50
1.12
1.43
-

54
0.39
0.52
-

56
0.33
0.68
-

is not available, our implementation of BC is not exactly the same as described
in [4]. The only diﬀerence between our implementation of BC and our method
exists in the modeling of color distributions, i.e. the computation of E1 and its
weights, so the comparison between them is fair.
Fig.5 is the comparison with [5] (TM), which involves Temporal and Motion
priors as its cues. The results of TM are extracted from the published video, so
fair comparison is not guaranteed. Tab.1 lists the error rates of CCM, BC and
TM. Notice that the ground truth is available only every 5 or 10 frames, so not
every frame are evaluated and the error rates may not capture all errors.
In fact, the implementation of our method in this experiment is a version of
BC boosted with the proposed color modeling method. Since our color modeling
method is independent of how the program is initialized and how other energy
terms are computed, it can also be used to boost the performance of any other
video segmentation methods that adopt color distribution as segmentation cues.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we propose a conﬁdence-based color modeling method to improve
the robustness of online video segmentation against ambiguous colors. A new
conﬁdence-based segmentation model is presented, which assigns energy terms
nonuniform weights based on their conﬁdence. We developed methods for measuring the conﬁdence of both global and per-pixel color models, and for computing adaptive thresholds for background subtraction. The conﬁdence is then
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used to determine the weights of color models and energy terms at each pixel in
order for the optimal combination of cues.
Experiments show that the proposed method can greatly enhance the segmentation result, especially for frames with large amount of ambiguous colors
present. Our method to measure the conﬁdence is very fast, and brings only a
little more computational cost.
The limitation of our work is that it accounts for only ambiguous colors.
Besides this, the change of lighting conditions, shadowing and camera shaking,
etc. can also lead to errors in the color modeling process. Our future work is to
address these problems in the conﬁdence-based framework.
Acknowledgments. This paper is supported by 973 program of china (No.
2009CB320802) and NSF of China (No. 60870003).
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